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The Big Need For RISC OS Users

N

early three years ago, in the
Summer 2001 issue of Eureka, I
hopefully asked “Can I junk my
Windows PC?” The question arose
from the possibility that the Omega
could be appearing at the Wakefield
Show with the promised ability to run
all Windows programs and avoid the
necessity to have the hated Wintel
computer to use new add-ons, such as
digital cameras and printers and their
associated programs.
Unhappily, those of us with Windows
PCs still have to use them. Ironically,
the original problem arose because
the Risc PC was such a better
machine. With all peripherals being
plug and play it had no need of the
USB sockets which became
necessary to add much of the new PC
hardware. Added to this, the shrinking
Acorn market also meant that
manufacturers no longer found it
viable to provide RISC OS drivers for
their new products. USB has now
arrived for RISC OS machines but
there is still a lack of drivers for much
of the hardware which can use it.

The trend now seems to be for PC
users to be given the ability to run
RISC OS programs on Windows
machines by using the new Virtual
Risc PC programs, which has
delighted many former Acorn users.
(See the article on page 10)
This may make the pain of a Windows
machine a little easier to bear but it
doesn’t encourage the production of
new RISC OS computers or software
at a time when some of our major
programs, such as OvationPro, are
also being ported to Windows.
Happily, there is at least one hopeful
new development in hand. GemPrint,
from Martin Wuerthner, should soon
be able to provide drivers for photoquality colour inkjet printers, which
could remove one need for buying a
Windows machine. (See page 4)
Let’s hope there are more such
developments to come.
Peter Jennings

All opinions expressed in Eureka are those of the authors and not necessarily
those of the Club or its Committee members and officers.
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Eureka’s next Editor
We are happy to welcome the appointment of Andrew Wyvern as
the future Editor of Eureka. Andrew has been editing a similar
sized magazine for a musicians’ association for eight years. He is
now familiarising himself with the requirements of Eureka and
will take over as our new Editor from issue 51.
In the meantime, we are preparing to celebrate the 50th issue of
Eureka. If you have any comments about the magazine or
suggestions for its future do let us know by email or letter.
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GemPrint
If you have not already seen the announcements concerning GemPrint, the
project to provide high resolution photo quality inkjet printer drivers for
RISC OS users (mentioned in our Editorial), here is an extract from the
website at: www.mw-software.com/software/gemprint/gemprint.html where
there is fuller information.

Photo-real printer drivers for current inkjet printers
Developing printer drivers for high-resolution and photo-realistic printing on
modern inkjet printers (e.g., by Epson, Canon and HP) is a very demanding
task. While printer drivers for mainstream platforms are made available by the
printer manufacturers the RISC OS platform has been left behind without
being able to drive the most recent printers with satisfactory results.
Considering the amount of work involved in developing, maintaining and
optimising such drivers, it is unrealistic to assume that native RISC OS
developments can ever deliver the same level of quality that is available for
free on other platforms and keep up with the steady stream of newly released
printers.
Luckily, there is a very active group of people developing Linux drivers for
these printers: This is known as the Gimp-Print project. Gimp-Print supports
hundreds of printers and is constantly updated to support new printers as they
become available.
The GemPrint project, formerly known as ROUGPS (RISC OS Universal
Graphics Printing System), aims to port the core Gimp-Print library and build
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GemPrint, a RISC OS printer driver that interfaces with Gimp-Print but can
be used like any other printer driver to print from RISC OS applications (e.g.,
ArtWorks, OvationPro, Impression, PhotoDesk, Paint, Draw to name just a
few). In principle, GemPrint can use various back-end drivers, but for the time
being, the only available back-end is GPDriver, a multi-tasking driver based
on Gimp-Print.
Gimp-Print support even the highest resolutions at which current printers can
be driven and offer photo-real print quality by making use of the photo-real
inks of the printers. They support colour correction for different media types
(plain paper, glossy photo-paper, overhead transparencies, etc.).
I would rather not take any money before the software is finished but you can
support the project by committing to a specific sum. To do so, please send me
an e-mail to let me know how much you will be willing to donate when the
project is finished and working.
Donate I suggest a donation of £20 (or EUR 30). If you have a low income,
a donation of £10 (or EUR 15) is welcome as well. If you are particularly keen
on seeing the project succeed, you can donate £30 (or EUR 40-50). I would
not expect anyone to donate more than that. Please do not send any money yet.
Instead, just let me know how much you would be willing to donate by
sending me an e-mail.
Please send an e-mail to ro-printing@mw-software.com with a subject of
“Donation” and the sum you are willing to donate in the body of the message
(including currency). This will be regarded as a binding promise, so do not be
surprised if I eventually ask you for that amount of money when the project
is finished. In case the software is released as a commercial product only, I
will not take any donations, so in that case, you are no longer bound by your
promise.
Martin Wuerthner
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004
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DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Keeping The Costs Down

O

ne of the delights of having a
digital camera is that, once you
have bought an adequately sized
memory card for it, you can take as
many photos as you like without
having to pay for them. The cost, of
course, comes when you have

short a period as five years! Look for
CDs with a silver or gold reflective
layer, which can have a life of up to
200 years. Of course, for a couple of
reasons, you are unlikely to be able to
test this claim; one of them being that
there won’t be anything capable of

It costs nothing to take as many digital photos as you
want but the expense starts when you store and print
them. Peter Jennings looks at ways to keep costs down.
decided which are worth keeping and
what you want to do with them.
Storage is the first expense and needs
to be dealt with at an early stage; first
to make more space on your memory
card in the camera and secondly to
give them more security than is
afforded by your hard disc, which
also has the worrying ability to fail at
any time without warning.
The size of digital images makes
anything less than a writable CD too
small to be practicable. There’s no
lack of choice of these but choose
with care. The cheaper ones can
deteriorate and become unusable in as
6

playing them well before that time
period is up (and you’ll probably
think of another one)! You just have to
be prepared to keep resaving them
onto new media as improved
recording systems are developed.
These should at least have the
advantage of larger capacities
needing fewer storage units.
Already we have DVD, with discs
accommodating the contents of five
or six CDs, and I have just begun
backing up my collection of images
onto that.
Printing your own photographs
without the need for a darkroom or
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

chemicals is another
of the enormous
advantages of digital
photography but the
one
that
will
probably cause your
biggest outlay, after
buying the camera,
when you come to
choose a printer. It is
easy to find printers
with the right
specification for
photo quality even if
it takes longer to sort
out the exact model
you need, bearing in
mind the size of
prints you want and
how much you need,
and can afford, to
pay.
It’s a good idea to
find out, if you can, The printer manufacturer’s paper and ink always
how long it takes to give good results but you can usually find cheaper
make an A4 print as
brands just as good.
this varies widely
between printers and can be very Then you discover that there is a
irritating if you have a large number bewildering array of inks and papers
of images to be printed on a slow on offer. It may seem obvious that the
printer.
colours and shades of different inks
may vary and so give different results
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004
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but it is not so apparent
that different brands of
paper
can
also
drastically effect the
colours as well.
The best advice is to use
the ink and papers made
by the manufacturer of
your printer as they
have been designed to
provide the best results The chip resetter allows extra prints from ‘empty’
with the particular
cartridges
machine.
The
manufacturer’s ink, in particular, is You can do the same with unbranded
usually expensive so, after you have inks in cartridges made to fit your
made a few prints and know what to machine but the problem here is that
expect from the printer, you may wish you can’t be sure how long the
to consider some of the cheaper cheaper inks will keep their original
brands of ink and paper.
colours.
Experimenting with small quantities
of other reputable brands is the surest
way to find the best paper to match
the results you have been getting from
the manufacturer’s paper, if you can
bear the cost of doing it. Some are
available in mixed sample packs of
different sizes, surfaces and
thickness. Quality varies too and you
need to find a brand you feel able to
trust to have a reasonable life.

8

All inks fade and, if long life is more
important than cost, you can buy
more expense inks with a guaranteed
life exceeding the standard inks you
normally get. All grades of ink come
in bulk supplies to refill the
cartridges, which does bring the cost
down a little if you do enough printing
to make the initial outlay worthwhile.
Some printer manufacturers have, in
recent years, fitted chips in their ink
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

cartridges which, they say, are
designed to detect when the cartridge
is empty and turn off the ink supply to
save you the disappointment and cost
of making a substandard print. You
may take a more cynical view of this
seemingly thoughtful facility when
you discover that its main purpose
seems to be to prevent the cartridge
being refilled and that the chip is
activated after a preset amount of ink
has been used, regardless of how
much is left. It is particularly
annoying when you learn that
independent tests have shown that up
to 38% of usable ink can be left in the
‘dead’ (killed) cartridge when you
have to buy a new one.
There is, however, a very costeffective way to combat this. You can
buy a simple chip resetter for as little
as £10. This is in the form of a small
piece of plastic with two LED
indicators signalling whether the
cartridge is shown as having ink or as
being empty. It plugs into the print
cartridge and takes about a second to
reset the chip to show a full cartridge.
I have just bought one of these and
can confirm the claims made for
them. I usually get up to about 30 A4
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

prints from my Epson colour
cartridge before it is shown as empty.
Resetting the chip allows me to print
11 or 12 more. You need either to set
a limit of, say, 10 extra prints or risk
the cost of a spoiled sheet of
expensive paper when one of the inks
runs out.
There can be a third choice. I keep a
file of printed thumbnails of all my
pictures, using ordinary inkjet paper
which uses less ink and costs little
more than 1p a sheet. Printing these,
after 10 or so of the extra prints from
the recharged cartride, until a spoiled
sheet appears is a very affordable way
of getting the absolute maximum
from the ink.
There are a number of different chip
resetters available, at varying prices,
and they can easily be bought on the
internet or from magazine
advertisements.
Finally, when you have made your
prints, store them in albums or boxes
out of the light. If you want to frame
the odd masterpiece or two, put them
under glass and hang them out of
direct sunlight to minimise the
inevitable fading.
9

Back Home With Virtual Risc PC-SE

T

ake a fast and furious PC running
WindowsXP across three screens
based around a Matrox Parhelia
128Mb Graphics card, set up for the
latest Microsoft Flight Simulator and
Broadband Internet with a massive

friend’s house or because we had no
option. While the best of RISC OS
has always stayed the best, the rest of
the world moved on and new
hardware and programs arose which
could only run on IBM compatibles.

Reluctant PC user Christopher Jarman finds it’s like
coming home when he installs Virtual Risc PC-SE on
his Windows machine.

Get hold of a Virtual Risc PC-SE
CD-ROM and install it and you would
be quite wrong, because I have just
done this and am working all the old
Acorn magic at double StrongARM
speed and changing tools across the
face of Artworks2 as if the last five
years never existed. It is truly like
coming home to a real fire.

The PC environment, to be honest,
has always felt a bit alien but, because
I needed it, I just got used to it. Also,
to be fair, I do not believe that the
computer operating system you
happen to use is a matter of religious
fervour. Sensible people use what is
appropriate and convenient. Mind
you, if you want to see completely
OOT operating system fascists then
log onto the alt.os.windows-xp
newsgroup for a few nauseating
minutes and you will see what I mean!

Like many readers, I am sure, I was
forced by circumstances to
compromise a few year back and
work on a Windoze machine. We’ve
all done it, either at work or at a

I am not familiar with the new real
RISC machines, I have read only
about the Iyonix and the Omega. I am
a nostalgic old Risc PC graduate.
When the Virtual A5000 came out it

amount of photo-digital editing, and I
submit that you do not have the usual
profile of an Acorn enthusiast!
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Virtual Risc PC-SE on a high end gaming PC running across three
screens with a Matrox Parhelia graphics card
worked and it seemed OK but I needed
at least 32,000 colours and a bit more
speed for professional graphics. Now
with VRPC I have it and it is just as
rewarding as it used to be but now I
don’t have to buy another machine; I
can use my everyday PC.
The system comes on a standard CDROM and installs very easily. After
inserting the CD into your everyday
PC, an installer window appears with
the options to install VirtualRPC-SE,
RISCOS 4, Universal !Boot Sequence
and standard applications. That is
only one of six offers. The others are:
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

• Optional software packs DTP,
Games, Clip Art, Music etc.
• Utilities including CMOS restore
and VA5000 hard disc link.
• Floppy driver for RISC OS.
• Plug-in extensions such
as Networking (i.e. Internet facility).
• Install Direct X V9 which is the
latest version at this time of writing.
In addition, you may open the
documentation browser to read the
manual and interactive RISC OS user
Guide. If you have not been using
RISC OS for a year or two then it is
essential to remind yourself of how to
11

The latest Textease paint application in action on a PC
use it. It is amazing what you forget
about !Boot systems and !Fonts after
a while. However, the Guide is ready
on the desktop and the Acorn
newsgroups are full of good advice.
With WindowsXP, which this CD is
designed for, the installation takes
about 10 minutes if you put
everything on. I have a 2.4 Athlon
chip and 1GB of RAM so the
installation and the subsequent
operations have been fast.
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The next stage is to note the Product
ID number which comes on your
screen
and
email
it
to
aaron@virtualacorn.co.uk for your
personal unlock code. You should
receive this quite quickly. If you still
don’t have email, then a phone call to
01344 452868 will get you the code.
Within a few minutes, up comes that
old familiar grey hand-knitted
desktop and the Acorn task bar along
the bottom. It may come up as a
window or as a full screen. To toggle
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

between the two, press Alt+Enter.
There is also the minor problem of
having two mouse arrows flitting
across the screen, the white one for
the PC and the blue one for the Acorn.
There is a small icon on the Window’s
window to hide the PC mouse arrow
if it gets on your nerves. The problem
of the three button mouse is solved
automatically if you have a scroll
mouse, as the scroll acts as the centre
button. Otherwise, you press the MS
Menu key on the keyboard.
The default screen size is 800X600
and the number of colours 32,000. I
quickly changed this to 1024X 768
which was fine, but my attempt to get
16 million colours took me back to
800x600 screen size again! But it’s
good to have them, especially with
Artworks or Draw.
There is a bug, which can slow down
the Acorn mouse on some machines,
that is well-known and is being
worked on. It happened on mine. It is
also possible that some Alcatel
software for broadband users may
cause a hitch or two; again this is
being worked on. The beauty of this
operating system, however, is that it is
all software and updates and any bug
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

fixes will be put on the Virtual Acorn
website as soon as they are available.
This is at: www.virtualacorn.co.uk
The VRPC is installed in its own folder
on whichever hard disc you want to
keep it. Mine is on an extra disc (F)
which slots into a removable mobile
rack for convenience. There is a
Windows folder in there called
‘HardDisc4’ which is the VRPC hard
disc. It is a simple matter to transfer,
say, graphics files such as BMPs or
.JPEGs from your PC to the VRPC via
the HardDisc4 and using the PC. This is
also the way to transfer your favourite
Apps from your old RPC (using
SparkFS) to the VRPC, via CD-ROM
or an Iomega Zip drive. You could even
use the memory stick from a digital
camera for the transfer if you wish.
I was interested to find out whether I
could use my Epson printer, which is
connected up to the PC, and could I
get on the Internet? This was where I
needed to read the User Guide
because it is necessary to connect to
your PC and use both those facilities
through it. Following the guide meant
installing the correct printer files and
then making sure that the connection
procedure is followed exactly. You
13

A cover design for Acorn Publisher done using the new system and
Artworks2 within a day of installing the Virtual RiscPC-SE
have to click on File in the Risc
connections window and fill in the
path (in my case) HostFS::Epson_
StylusCOLOR_740_ESC_p_2 then
click OK.
The Internet connection is much
easier. Although Oregano2 is
provided as a working demo, it runs
out after a short while and so the open
source web browser Net Surf which is
also in the Networking folder, is the
more permanent answer. Provided
that you connect to the Web by means
14

of your normal PC before you enter
VRPC, then Netsurf will connect as
soon as you bring it up. Of course you
can install your own favourite RISC
OS browser and email client and that
will work automatically too.
Remember, there is no need to try to
make a network connection through
the VRPC; let your Windows system
do it for you. This goes for broadband
as well as dial up. However, as I have
already said, some people may find
that Alcatel or an Ethernet card causes
a problem and it may only work
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

intermittently. If so, report this to
Virtual Acorn Support. Fixes for any
problems should be available on the
Virtual Acorn website soon.
Artworks2
The availability of VirtualRPC-SE
means of course, the availability of
Artworks2 to those graphic artists
who would like to use it. The unique
qualities of Artworks with its
immediacy and ease of use, are now
enriched by all of Martin Wuerthner’s
additions. The current tool bar of
Artworks2 now has 33 tools which
include transparency, text editing
within frames, repeat stamps etc. It
also contains the ability to transform,
skew, scale and rotate, extremely
accurately by measurement and
degrees, bringing it up almost to CAD
standard, all working seamlessly
together. Artworks now deals with
inserted JPEGs and Sprites, having
the facility to alter their shapes, sizes
transparency and colour. This means
that vector and bitmap designs can be
incorporated into one file.
The emergence of the Virtual RPC
CD mean that not only can old friends
be re-united with their favourite
Operating System at home at very
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

small expense, but you could take
your VRPC into work, get your
employer to buy another copy of this
super new software, and install it on
the PC you are forced to use in the
office.
What more can you ask?
VirtualRPC-SE
Price:£159 +£1.50 post & packing
Supplier: Virtual Acorn/3QD
86 Turnberry
Home Farm
Bracknell, Berks, RG12 9ZH
Tel: 01344 452868
Email: aaron@virtualacorn.co.uk
Web: www.virtualacorn.co.uk

Artworks2 release 2.05
Price: £169 plus £4 p&p outside
Germany (discounts for previous
owners are on the website)
Supplier:
MW
Software
Development
Mannheimer Str. 18 67655
Kaiserslautern, Germany
Tel: +49-(0)631-3608205
Fax: +49-(0)631-3608203
Email:
martin@www.mw-software.com
Web: www.mw-software.com/
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Part 5

Winning Games With Logic
Decisions - decisions
The Bugblatterbeast is coming. Your
computer-controlled characters can
do one of several things:
A) Run for it!
B) Attack the Bugblatterbeast
C) Regroup
D) Go back to rearm.
But which one?

way off. However, out of this some
useful ideas have emerged.
Robots must continually make
decisions simply and quickly. This
technique uses a top-level decision
maker, which is a simple arbiter rather
than a complex decision process in
itself. This frees lower level decisions

Winning games the logical way is all about making the
right decisions, as Barry Aulton explains in the latest
instalment of his fascinating series.
Today I thought we might have look
at decision-making.

from complex levels and complex
interactions with upper levels.

Fairly useless robots have been
flooding the markets in recent years.
The idea being (apart from making
pots of money!) to get the public
familiar with them for when one is
invented that performs a useful
function efficiently. (No I don’t mean
robot dusters or lawn mowers that
may carefully avoid your pile of dust
or grass just waiting to be swept up
for hours!). We now have robot sheep
shearers and seed planters but the
general-purpose house bot is a long

Suppose we replace some of the long
lists of if-then-else logical statements
in game programs by some ‘magic’
formulae. The magic formulae
indicate ‘motivation’ (sort of how
much of a good idea it is to perform
an action). For example, my
motivation to eat builds up from the
time since I last ate. (You can also
view it as a sort of impatience to
perform the action). When this
motivation exceeds some threshold,
the action is considered with a view to

16
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carrying it out. (For example, when I
am sufficiently hungry I may
consciously decide to eat). The
decision to perform a particular action
rather than another may be a simple
comparison
of
competing
motivations. For instance, I may be
hungry and thirsty but need to keep on
driving or else the car will crash! This
is a simple technique, were it not for
jargon — that is, fairly useless
technical gobbledygook.
Here goes (deep breath!):
Agent: (nasty one this!) Try
substituting computer-controlled
character (CCC) or robot.
Goal: In AI a goal is seen as a
proposition to be made true through a
purposeful action.
Motivation: A motive is a need or
desire that causes the agent to act. It is
a variable that influences the
decision-making process, and causes
action.
Agents need to:
1) Create their own goals.
2) Focus attention on the most salient
goals. The agent may have many
goals but few of these will be relevant
at any one time.
3) Avoid unnecessary reasoning
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

4) Decide when to act on a goal.
The basic idea is to replace logical
(for example, if -then - else)
statements
with
arithmetic
statements.
I will try to give an example of this.
Suppose I have 2 statements:
If I am hungry — eat
If I am thirsty — drink
Here we have two goals:
1) to eat 2) to drink.
You may have realized that our
conscious mind does not continually
remind us to eat or drink. We may not
be hungry or we may be doing
something more important, for
example, driving.
Alarms is a goal managing technique
that lets the agent focus on the most
important goals at any time avoiding
unnecessary reasoning. Different
goals may influence the agent to
varying degrees.
Here we use the maximum intensity
of the alarm. Each agent has a
Threshold, which indicates how busy
the agent is. If this Threshold is high,
a goal even at maximum intensity
17

may be ignored. For example,
suppose ‘Little Nell’ is tied to the
railway tracks and we must save her.
We have 2 options:
1) Run —the train is coming!
2) Save Little Nell.

my stomach ‘informs’ me of this and
I consider eating. But If I am riding a
roller coaster I may not consider
eating even if very hungry. If
however I am doing little, I may
consider eating earlier.

For our alarm function for the train
we may have:

The agent’s activity threshold thus
controls the sensitivity of the agent to
new goals. As the agent’s activity
increases, (for example, the CCC is
being shot at), its Threshold increases
and hence the agents sensitivity to
new goals is reduced. So if an agent
has many urgent tasks, it will tend to
leave other Alarms that have lower
intensities to the last minute, or ignore
them. However if its threshold is
lower, goals will be considered
earlier.

A(train) = constant / (time to impact
with train)

and for Little Nell simply another
constant. When the train is distant we
can save Little Nell. Suppose we have
some function that measures how
appropriate a goal is at present. As
time passes the intensity of this may
increase for example, (our motivation
to eat increases with time since we
last ate).
This intensity eventually exceeds
some Threshold, an Alarm is
triggered and the attention of the
agent is focused on that goal. This
goal will then be considered (for
example, should I eat?) and possibly
activated. In a computer game you
would then execute the relevant
procedure. This avoids the problem of
going through lots of if - then - else
type structures to decide what is
happening. If I am sufficiently hungry
18

There are also Dangers Opportunities
and Commitments to consider. (More
gobbledygook.)
Opportunities
An Opportunity is an action that the
agent can currently take (that is,
nothing prevents it from taking)
which may help it satisfy an existing
goal without further planning. (For
example, your CCC is thirsty in the
desert and stumbles on a full beer
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

barrel). The detection of an
Opportunity gives the appropriate
alarm a boost in intensity for just as
long as the opportunity exists. Such a
boost may increase the intensity of an
alarm over its threshold, causing the
alarm to trigger.
Dangers
A Danger to a goal is one of three
things:
1) A plan constructed to satisfy the
goal has failed. (For example, to cross
a river to attack the castle, the
computer player decides to construct
a bridge, but it is promptly destroyed.)
2) An essentially irreversible action
(one that cannot be reversed in time
for the goal to be satisfied) that the
agent intends to perform that will
prevent it from satisfying the goal in
time. (For example, the CCC must
travel to its base to rearm, and hence
will be too late to join a group to
attack.)
3) Something else has changed to
cause a danger to the satisfaction of
that goal. As for an Opportunity, a
Danger causes a temporary boost of
intensity to the alarm corresponding
to the goal that is in danger of being
unsatisfiable.
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Commitments
In constructing a plan, the agent
commits itself to certain activities.
(For example, we commit ourselves
to saving Little Nell.)
Commitments reduce the time
available for the agent to satisfy other
goals. (For example, we must escape
the oncoming train.) Commitments
made by the agent have the effect of
shifting a function of intensity along
the time axis. The alarm for such a
goal is now evaluated at time:
(time now + time due to the
commitment)
Suppose we are committed to saving
Little Nell, we must now re-evaluate
the Alarm for the train:
A(train) = constant / (time to impact
with train - time it will take us to save
Little Nell)

Due to a commitment to a future
action, the alarm (here A(train)) may
be triggered earlier.
Fig 1 (next page) shows a general
alarm function. Tdl (deadline time) is
the time at which the goal must be
satisfied. T is the time before which it
is inappropriate to act on the goal, (for
example, a warehouse agent should
19

FIG 1 A General Alarm Function
Maximum Intensity
Alarm Intensity

If at any time the alarm intensity
exceeds the agents 'Threshold', which
indicates how busy the agent is, the
agent actively considers satisfying the
goal.
Time
T'

Agent starts
thinking about
satisfying this goal

Tmax

Tdl deadline time - time agent wants
the goal satisfied
Time where Intensity
First Hits Maximum

Keep in mind the idea that an alarm intensity is a measure of how important, or urgent
the goal that the alarm corresponds to is. It is also called the motivation to satisfy the goal
Time Tdl - Tmax is time the agent estimates is needed to actually satisfy the goal.
E.g. if the goal is to chop wood to make a fire this may be the time to walk to the tree &
chop sufficient wood.
Fig 2 The Warehouse Agent
Here the agent is building up motivation to satisfy a customer's order when the
customer arrives early. This ups the alarms importance. The agent (cursing all the way)
immediately decides to satisfy the customer's order.
customer arrives
Alarm Intensity

Intensity Spike - Danger to satisfying Goal coz. customer
arrives before expected

To satisfy next customer

10
KEY

20
30
satisfy customer

40

50

Time

restock warehouse

The alarm to satisfy the customer. This dominates most of the time.
The alarm to restock the warehouse is only considered at ˜ T=50
The agent's 'threshold' indicates how busy the agent is. E.g. an agent that
is attacking and under attack would be busy & have no time to eat.
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not prepare an order containing
perishable goods if the customer is
expected to arrive after they have
perished). Tr is the estimated time
required to act to satisfy the goal.
Here some ‘magic’ rule of thumb is
used. (For example, the time to save
Little Nell may be time to get to Little
Nell + time to untie her.)
Idt is the alarm intensity when the
goal is first activated. Imax is the
maximum alarm intensity, which the
agent estimates to first occur at time
Tmax. The agent has the time window
Tdl - Tmax to satisfy the goal.
Different goals may influence the
agent to varying degrees using the
maximum intensity of the alarm
Imax. For example, if Imax for the
alarm to save Little Nell is greater
than for other alarms, Little Nell will
be saved. Some goals, for example
one to satisfy hunger, will recur and
must be reconsidered periodically.
Goals should also be reconsidered as
their deadlines approach (for
example, Little Nell must be saved
before the train comes) or if a danger
to the satisfaction of the goal is
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

detected after it has been activated
(for example, Nasty Nick can be seen
returning). When such a goal is
activated the intensity of the alarm is
reduced temporarily. The amount of
reduction decays over time, until the
alarm will again be triggered and the
goal reactivated.
In a computer game (or any software
for that matter this is a way of
estimating when you need to go
through large chunks of (game)
specific code rather than going
through it at fixed time rates. A goal
that can no longer be satisfied (for
example, the train has run over Little
Nell) is deleted making other goals
(for example, go home) appropriate.
I thought I would give some examples
to make things clearer.
Example 1: The warehouse agent
Consider an agent that must manage
a warehouse. It must satisfy orders
placed by customers and maintain
stock levels in the warehouse. Fig 2
(opposite) shows the behaviour of
two alarms:
1) to have satisfied an order placed by
a customer
2) To have restocked the warehouse.
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At time T=5 the agent first predicts it
is time to start ‘thinking’ about
making up the customers order.
(Before that foods kept in the loading
bay may perish before the customer
arrives). The intensity of the alarm
linearly increases until T=20. At this
point the customer arrives earlier than
expected. This is a danger to the
satisfaction of the goal and the
intensity immediately increases
above the threshold (the spike in fig
2.) The agent’s attention is directed
towards this goal, which is important
and must be considered. It decides to
act. The activation of this goal causes
this alarm intensity to be temporarily
reduced. This reduction decays over
time until at approximately T=40 the
alarm intensity again crosses the
threshold. However the agent realises
that this goal has been satisfied and
deletes the alarm. While satisfying the
customer order, the agent’s activity
level, represented by the threshold,
increases until the order is satisfied.
Then the agent’s activity threshold
decreases. The goal to restock the
warehouse increases linearly but the
agent must focus on the more urgent
alarm (to supply the customer). Even
at approximately T=35 where the
alarm corresponding to restocking
22

first reaches its maximum. However
the agent is acting on the more urgent
goal. Thus the sensitivity of the agent
to other goals is reduced. (Since its
activity threshold is high.) At time
approximately T=50 the agent’s
activity threshold has decreased
sufficiently for the agent to consider
restocking. This goal is then activated
and the corresponding alarm intensity
temporarily reduced.
Example 2: A battle game
In fig 3 (opposite) we have an
example for a battle unit. For
simplicity it can just attack or seek
repair. However, with this method
you can easily add other options, by
just adding magic ad hoc alarm
functions. for example, one to rearm
for each goal. (With if - then - else
expressions the complexity increases
rapidly). Note that all these formulae
are ad hoc, that is, you decide what
they should be. For example, the
increase of alarm intensity to rearm
for a computer controlled soldier
might be:
(maximum armament - current
armament)

or you might add a factor which
decreases as the distance to the base
camp increases.
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FIG 3

At time before t1 the unit is building up motivation to perform several
actions. Its motivation to be repaired is shown above. At time t1 the unit
realizes it is in dire need of repair. It is given a boost to its motivation to
be repaired. The motivation to be repaired now crosses the minimum repair threshold
unless the unit was doing an action whose importance threshold is > MIN REPAIR THRESHOLD
the unit's action now switches to repair.(i.e. go to nearest repair point & get repaired)
Between times t1 & t2 the unit is being repaired. The unit is busy & its (busyness)
thrshold rises from the MIN REPAIR THRESHOLD to the MAX REPAIR threshold.
At time t2 the unit realizes it is sufficiently repaired to not consider itself busy.
Its (busyness) threshold now decreases. No action whose maximum threshold is below the
units current (busyness) threshold will be performed. At time t3 the unit,s (busyness)
threshold crosses the maximum attack threshold. The unit will now consider attacking.
A procedure that looks for nearby enemy units will now be entered.

The attack and repair alarms have
their own minimum and maximum
thresholds. If the motivation to attack
reaches the minimum attack threshold
the unit will consider (using whatever
in game logic you have) whether to
attack or not only if the attack alarm is
also above the units (busyness)
threshold. Normally, the agent also
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

increases its threshold when it is
carrying out an action (as the
warehouse agent does). This is
because the agent is committing itself
to that action usually to the expense of
other actions. Note that I put the
thresholds to attack above those to be
repaired, since the motivation to
attack (for example, when being
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FIG 4 A MOTIVATION MECHANISM for TEK

A
Beh.
FS

A
Beh.

A
Beh.
FS

A
Beh.

KEY
C communication from another agent
S signal from game control indicating a behaviour is relevant
A Activation output of a behaviour set
FS Filtered signal
Beh indicates a behaviour or action
for TEK actions may be attack , guard , wait , reinforce, seek repairs
Comp is a comparator. Only actions whose motivation is above the minimum
Each behaviour has its own thresholds
threshold will be 'acted' upon.
each action or behaviour has an ad hoc function giving its increase in motivation
e.g. for the behaviour seek repairs the increase in motivation may be
( armour at start - armour now
) / distance to repair point
or some function of these
There are 2 types of behaviour , unique (e.g. involving movement) & non unique
nonunique behaviours can be acted upon in parallel.
only a motivation that has crossed its minimum threshold is considered for the
unique behaviours. Coz e.g. cannot move the unit 2 ways at once.
The inhibitor is a winner take all mechanism
what it actually does is when the motivation for any behaviour crosses its
corresponding minimum threshold, it inhibits the other behaviours by setting
their motivation to zero. When a unit is busy performing some behaviours it
has a measure of how busy it is, (eh->threshold) , only behaviours with
a minimum threshold above its 'busy level' will be acted upon.
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attacked) is likely to be more urgent.
Finally Fig 4 (opposite) and Fig 5
(next page) show an example from the
game TEK. Here several agents (OK,
tanks, helicopters etc.) may be doing
the same thing. The alarm intensity
for late comers can be less since the
goal (for example, to destroy the
enemy base) is already being

considered. And that’s it. If you
understand the general principals of
this method you should be able to
replace wide swathes of code logic
with a few ‘magic’ formulae and a
simple comparator.
Next time we really will have a look
at robot dog ideas.

Robots — Slaves or Masters?
Reference: The Future Of Flesh And Machines by Rodney Brooks, Penguin
2002, ISBN 0-713-995-017
Brooks outlines the trials and tribulations of developing and marketing a robot
‘My Real Baby’ for public use. For example: “Only 6% of the sale price
should be cost of parts”, the rest going in capitalism, manufacturing,
packaging, shipping, distribution, marketing, and supply chain profit. “ I think
it foolish arrogant and unwise to try to predict the future very far at all, and
anyone who does so is doomed to fail.”
Nevertheless, to sell a book, make a few speculations, the wilder the better.
Take your pick:
A) We Cyborgs: “Robotic technology and biotechnology will merge. We are
destined to become immortal through replacement of all our constituent parts.
The distinction between us and robots will disappear.”
Or do you prefer:
B) Robots rule OK!: ‘With intelligent machines we will not get a second
chance. Once the first powerful machine, with intelligence similar to that of
a human, is switched on, we will most likely not get the chance to switch off
back off again. We will have started a time bomb ticking.”
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004
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FIG 5

A

G

GRAPH OF MOTIVATION for BEHAVIOURS
ATTACK,REPAIR & GUARD Vs TIME

R

Key
A: Attack G: Guard R: Repair

Suppose we have say 3 actions or behaviours that we wish the unit to choose between, say attack,repair &
guard. (repair meaning go to repair point) We first must make up some ad hoc functions which will represent
how much of a good idea (i.e. the motivation) it is for the unit to perform these behaviours, e.g. :,
delta attack motivation = F1(unit's armour, distance to enemy)
delta repair motivation = F2(unit's need for repair, unit's experience, distance to nearest repair point)
delta guard motivation = F3(unit's armour, unit to guard,s need to be guarded, distance between them)
( F1, F2, F3 meaning some function of)
We scale each ad hoc function, & set a minumum threshold for each behaviour. When the motivation for any
action crosses it's corresponding minimum threshold, if the unit was not already performing 1 of these behaviours
it now 'thinks hard ' about performing this action.(i.e. we say an alarm bell rings & the unit thinks "its time I
considered doing this") If these behaviours are mutually exclusive e.g. they require the unit to go different ways
the motivation of these other behaviours are set to zero. When the unit is 'considered' busy performing an action
its own threshold , which indicates how busy it thinks it is rises up to the winning behaviours maximum threshold.
No behaviour exclusive or otherwise is considered who,s minimum threshold lies below the units own threshold
Each behaviour has a give up time & a flag to indicate it is OK to think of doing something else. If the unit's
action is considered to be no longer important the unit's threshold is allowed to decrease , thus permitting the
unit to consider performing other behaviours.
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ARM Arena

T

his time around there are several
surprises and maybe a couple of
ideas for belated Christmas presents.
As ever, in a market such as that of
RISC OS, still trying to re-establish
itself and re-gain lost ground, the
leisure area of software receives less

using a library of routines known as
SDL. As a result of these routines
being converted to RISC OS, there
have been several games brought to
RISC OS as reported here in past
columns. The game revolves around
the player guiding his or her character

Andrew Weston takes his regular looks at the latest
games releases and draws attention to a little-known
modified version of that great BBC Micro classic, Elite.
attention than areas such as hardware
upgrades and general purpose major
applications such as DTP. However,
as readers will know, all users of any
computer platform need some relief
and the latest batch of releases are no
exception.
Ultima IV
The latest game to roll off Peter
Naulls’s Unix Porting Project
production line is a conversion of a
role-playing game for the PC, Ultima
4, itself one of a large number of
sequels. As with several other titles
converted for RISC OS by the project,
Ultima 4 was originally ported from
the PC to the Linux operating system
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around a fictional land represented by
simple yet clear graphics in a huge
scrolling grid-structure. On entering
some areas, such as buildings, there is
a scale-up and a new grid of scrolling
scenery presented to the player. What
might be a downside to players with
limited time is a boon to other players
in that the game is highly demanding
of the player with the aim being to
demonstrate via a whole range of
tasks that he is worthy of a range of
‘virtues’ such as courage and
compassion. This requires the player
to interact with the other characters
that inhabit the game world in various
ways, for example helping them or
asking them for assistance with
27

Ultima 4: Main playing area, players stats box and information panel
certain tasks. Being a role-playing
game the type of character that the
player is represented by in the game is
determined from the outset from a
number of choices, in this case being
selected by the answers to a set of
questions presented at the start of the
game. The attributes of the character
are displayed on screen during the
game and will change according to
various factors such as performance
in combat. A very extensive
document is provided on the
background to the game, gamecharacters and special actions the
player can perform. Though
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atmospheric, this documentation is a
bit convoluted and difficult to
penetrate and thus hard for the player
to determine what is for playing and
what is for setting the scene. A|so,
from what I can tell, it misses out
some of the on-screen status
information, which is frustrating.
Lastly, there is an annoying bug when
entering dungeons but the Unix
version is still being developed so
hopefully any enhancements will pass
to the RISC OS version. On the
upside, there are walk-throughs and
maps available on the internet which
can be found by looking in the
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documentation included with the
game, which should help players to
see much that the game has to offer.
Ultima 4 is available from Peter
Naulls’s site and is a large download.
Patience
Another implementation, the card
game Patience, has been bought to us
by Philippe Donsback. Included in
this version are variations of the
game, different sets of cards along
with a range of configurable options.
I have noticed that Patience is a
popular past-time these days for
laptop computer users on trains so,
with RISC OS emulator-loaded PC
portables in the foreground at the
moment, this game could be played at
home or on the move!
Compatibility enhancements
Two commercial and very famous
games that have been mentioned
more than once in this column are
Repton and Starfighter 3000. Desktop
Repton is a compendium of old and
more recent conversions of the classic
games from the BBC Micro and has
now been updated to be compatible
with the Iyonix. Two versions of the
upgrade are available, corresponding
to the two releases by APDL which
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had different packaging. APDL will
send the upgrade on receiving the
CD-cased version for £12 and on
receiving the later DVD-cased
version for £6. Address details are at
the end. Starfighter 3000 is a 3D
shoot-’em-up flight simulator with a
long history and has been enhanced
over a long period by Chris Bazley.
The re-release of the game
incorporated many of these
enhancements and was available from
iSV Products and now APDL are the
official distributors. This re-release is
now available from APDL as an
Iyonix-compatible version with, I
understand, further enhancements
such as the ability to play the game in
a desktop window. The version runs
on RISC OS 4 and StrongARM
machines as before and is available
for £11.50 on return of the iSV
version ‘Other Worlds’ CD
(incorporating three other games, as
the upgrade disc also will).
EliteA cheat
Most long-time users of Acorn
Computers will be aware of the 3D
space-trading game Elite. What is not
so widely known is the existence and
features of a modified version of the
original BBC Micro game known as
29

The ASP Mk2: one of the many new ships of EliteA
EliteA which was written towards the
end of the BBC Micro’s life span but,
from what I am told, only released
publicly in the late ‘90s on the web
apparently with the blessing of one of
Elite’s original authors. This version
has the reputation of being
significantly more difficult than Elite
(which itself was quite daunting for
beginners) requiring the player to
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progress through various ship
qualities as well as to improve his/her
status as in the classic version. Thus
credits must be earned to purchase
new ships as well as ship upgrades.
Also there is a set of new ships to
contend with and a mystery (that is,
unidentified from the documentation)
ship. For some people this might all
prove too much but courtesy of Simon
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Challands, maintainer of the Acorn
Elite web-pages, it is now easier to
finally try out what the other ships in
the classic version of the game are
like to fly along with EliteA-specific
ships. Simon has written a
commander-file editor for the BBC
Micro or BBC emulator which is
available from his site. Simon warns
though that if you’d prefer the
challenge and greater reward of
earning your credits the hard-way
then it’s probably best not to bother
with this. If you’re more of a sightseer
then you’ll like it.
Mini-game
Neil ‘Nex’ White has been adding to
his collection of simple yet original
and challenging collection of games.
Download the latest game from his
website, listed at right, which was
written as an exercise in allowing a
one-handed control system for the
player.
Happy new year
I’d like to end this column wishing
readers the best for the new year and
crossing fingers for more of the same
steady trickle of releases, conversions
and upgrades through the coming
year.
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Also I’d like to wish The Editor, Peter
Jennings,whose enthusiasm made this
column possible in the first place, the
best for the future.

Contacts
Ultima 4
Web:
www.chocky.org/unix/downloads/g
ames/

Patience
Web: http://donsback.chez.tiscali.fr
APDL
Address: 39 Knighton Park Road,
Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
Telephone: 020 8778 2659
Email: sales@apdl.co.uk
Cloudsprinter software
(Neil White)
Web: www.cloudsprinter.com/software
EliteA
Web:
www.tardis.ed.ac.uk/~ajcd/beeb/elit
e.html

Acorn Elite site:
http://elite.acornarcade.com

(Resources section)
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Blake’s 7 Live On In RISC OS

A

bout four years ago, my entire
family went on holiday, leaving
me alone in the house in charge of the
housekeeping. During that week I
created my own entertainment by
narrating myself a story, as I often do.
In this case it was based on the

At the end of the week, the others
came back, but the story wouldn’t let
me alone.
Scenes kept on repeating themselves
in my mind, and in the end I sprawled
myself out on the floor with a pencil

While science fiction fans await the impending return of
Blake’s 7 to the TV screen, Harriet Bazley has been
keeping them alive on her RISC OS computer.
Blake’s 7 characters. (I have a very
vivid little memory of kneading bread
while plotting out a particular scene
involving a flood of rust-coloured
water —which was actually dropped
from the finished product.)
While telling this story I had a Very
Good Idea to explain the opening
scenes. (I hadn’t the faintest idea
where the plot was going when it
started —I never do!) This opened up
all sorts of possibilities tied in with
series canon and developed into
something quite exciting. The ending
was also quite unexpected —not least
by me. It wasn’t quite what I’d had in
mind when I started.
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and a stack of scrap paper and set
myself to write the whole thing down.
One week’s worth of plot turned, over
the course of the next month, into a
60,000 word novella.
Now, at about the same time, the BBC
put out a programme called Lost in
Space. This took a sympathetic look
at various aspects of science-fiction
fandom. Part of the programme
focused on a woman called Judith
Proctor who published fan-written
fiction —using Impression Publisher
on Acorn hardware. The late lamented
Acorn User must have been watching
it too. They saw the possibilities for a
tie-in article for the magazine, which
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was duly published that
autumn as the cover story
for issue 199.
My brother Christopher
had a subscription to
Acorn User. Once he’d
finished with his copy, I
read it. Judith’s address
was at the end of the
article and she stated that
she sometimes accepted
unsolicited submissions.
I printed out the first four
chapters of my story, now
typed into Impression,
and sent them to her. It
took two weeks before
she responded and the
Travis, as depicted by Harriet Bazley
reply was enclosed on a
cassette tape. I took the tape into the was very well-reviewed by Blake’s 7
front room, put it into the tape fans who have a website at:
recorder, and played it back. About www.hermit.org/Blakes7/Fanzines/Ju
five minutes into the tape she said she diths/Not2Know.html.
was interested in publishing my
novel. I still remember the precise But that’s not the end of the story.
crack in the ceiling I was staring at
during that precise moment.
During the months when Judith and I
were corresponding about the
The story, Not to Know, was publication of Not to Know (she had
published
—
eventually.
email at that period; I didn’t) I had
(Circumstances were to delay its another idea for a story. Or, to be more
appearance by almost nine months.) It accurate, another of the scenes
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004
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playing itself out in my head took on
an additional lease of life when I had
an Idea with implications. It was
winter 1999, and snowing. This may
have influenced my decision to set the
later parts of the story in a snowbound mountain landscape but it was
entirely subconscious at the time.
This story was a lot more complex. It
wound itself out in the course of a
month’s worth of long walks all
around the streets of Merton and as
far abroad as Kingston. The final,
one-sided confrontation between
Servalan and Travis took place while
I was walking through Richmond
Park after crossing the Common. Just
before Christmas, I finally found out
where the plot was going to end.
I stood back for a few days and looked
at it —and behold, it seemed good
The date scrawled on the top of the
first page reads 30/12/1999. It had
taken four times as long to tell as its
predecessor. Little did I suspect that it
would take almost four years to write.
Six months later, with Not to Know
emerging for sale, I had already
completed 600 manuscript pages —
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two-thirds of the plot. Sadly, at this
date my programming output was
also rapidly increasing. (Obligatory
Acorn trivia: my application Textseek
was developed specifically in order to
aid in writing Not to Know. I could
find no program that would allow me
to locate phrases in context across
multiple files of soft-wrapped text!
Then Christopher started using it to
search StarFighter 3000 source files
written in BASIC assembler and
things just ballooned from there.)
Despite programming, I continued
work on my ‘Cally-novel’, to be
called Fellow Exiles at increasingly
infrequent intervals, with gaps of up
to a year. The pile of manuscript
started to fall off the windowsill at the
least provocation, and had to be fitted
into a box.
In the spring of 2002 I made a
concerted effort to pick up work on
the book, and managed to cover 50
more pages and an important part of
the plot before I got stuck again. It
was another year, with the black ink
on the topmost leaf fading to gold in
the sunlight and Usenet now claiming
increasing amounts of my free time,
before I schooled myself once more to
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write at least one sentence a day —
remembering ruefully the period
when I’d dashed off Not to Know a
whole scene at a time!
This time I kept it up and page by
page the tattered and faded plot
outline that had been living under my
keyboard for three years was crossed
off and eventually thrown away. The
last snow-scenes were written in the
middle of a scorching heatwave and
the Servalan and Travis scene I’d
plotted out, shivering, in Richmond
Park so long before finally ended up
being scrawled down during the
course of a hot and dusty walk to
deliver a letter down to Wimbledon
Park and back. (The handwriting on
my manuscripts sometimes leaves
something to be desired, for reasons
which may now be appreciated!)

So, in time-honoured fashion, when I
sent my long-promised second novel
to Judith Proctor, it went by post. The
next few weeks without an answer
would have been excruciating, if I
hadn’t been up to my ears in
programming at the time. I was
waiting for the familiar cassette in a
padded bag to come through the door.
Judith, meanwhile, was trying —
repeatedly —to email me!
After the fourth bounce, she managed
to excavate one of my letters from
four years earlier from the archives
and locate my telephone number. I got
a call from her on Sunday.
Yes, she liked my three-decker
monster. Yes, she was still interested
in publishing it.
YES!!!!!

The plot outline was running at about
one sentence to a chapter, but the last
chapter, plotted out in more detail,
vanished very quickly. On the 19th of
September I gleefully wrote the
words THE END in three-inch black
capitals on the bottom of page 850 —
and immediately launched into
massive AntiSpam hacking. Right on
cue, the virus spam flood had started.
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Fellow Exiles
Price: £12.50 including UK post
Supplier: Judith Proctor
28 Diprose Road, Corfe Mullen
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 3QY
Web:
www.hermit.org/b7/Fanzines/Judi
ths/Exiles.htm
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Site Seeing: Art For All

O

There are two or three of these that I
use quite regularly.

As a teacher, I have a great many
resources available on the Internet to
help with the teaching of art, from

The first is Artcyclopedia at
www.artcyclopedia.com/. Their
mission is to become “the definitive
and most effective guide to museumquality fine art on the Internet”. The
site has search engine as well as the
option to browse by name,

ne way or another, art has had a
major influence on my life and,
as a consequence, I not only enjoy
visiting galleries and exhibitions in
‘real life’, but I also find online
galleries fascinating.

Sue Clamp enjoys browsing through some of the
websites offering pictures and information for art
enthusiasts or those who just know what they like.
images which can be displayed to a
whole class using a data projector, to
texts relating to art history or different
schools or art movements.
It’s quick and convenient to find
images on the web using the Google
images search engine but if you want
more information it’s probably better
to go to one of the many online
galleries that exist. Some offer
encyclopaedic collections of
information about different artists and
their styles, as well as collections of,
or links to, images.
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movement, medium, subject,
nationality. Brief descriptions of art
movements are given and include
links to the artists involved in that
movement. Following one of the links
to a specific artist will give you
listings of paintings in museums and
galleries, image archives and any
web-based articles on that artist.
Mark Harden’s Artchive at
www.artchive.com is another useful
site. There is a lot of information here
about individual artists as well as a
huge number of images. Sadly many
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Browse by name, movement, medium, subject or nationality
of the images that you reach on the
site are only thumbnails which
require the use of a javascript-driven
image viewer, which doesn’t work in
Oregano 1. I would be very interested
to know if it works in Oregano 2, but
I haven’t got that version yet. If you
have a need for the large images that
the Artchive offers, without wanting
to resort to using a PC, there is an
alternative. Mark Harden actually
sells copies of the Artchive on CDROM andalthough the image viewer
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will still not work, the images stored
on the disc will be accessible even if
not quite in such a convenient way.
A similar site, but without the
problems of the image viewer and
with access to large, good quality
images, is the WebMuseum. It can be
found at www.ibiblio.org/wm/, which
is the master site based in North
Carolina but mirrored all over the
world. Our closest site is
www.southern.net/wm/ but I haven’t
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Like the contemporary? You’ll find it at MOMA’s website
really found any dramatic differences
in access times. It’s a lovely clean site
which downloads quickly and, while
not quite as extensive as Artchive, I
use it as a first port of call as it’s so
much easier.
CGFA (cgfa.sunsite.dk/index.html)
describes itself as a Virtual Art
Museum and successfully provides a
useful bank of art resources by way of
a huge number of scans of art works
and biographies of many of the artists.
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It’s the site to visit if the WebMuseum
fails to provide you with what you are
looking for.
If you are looking for art history
resources, you could do worse than to
visit Art History Resources on the Web
at witcombe.sbc.edu/ARTHLinks.html.
Here you will find everything from
prehistoric to 21st century art listed,
with links to the thousands of web pages
that carry the images and information
that you might be looking for.
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If you want to buy British there’s a wide selection from £5 to £9,990
Many of the world’s art galleries now
have good web sites which display
many of the artworks that they hold.
Two good examples of these are the
Tate at www.tate.org.uk and the
Museum of Modern Art at
www.moma.org. The great benefit of
these sites is that they make their
collections accessible to those who
are unable to visit the actual museum.
If your interest is in digital art there is
the interesting option of Artport at
artport.whitney.org/. Artport is the
Whitney Museum of American Art’s
portal to net art. Here, the ‘gate pages’
are the portals to net artists’ work and
there is also a ‘collection’ area, which
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004

archives the works of net art and
digital art in the Whitney Museum.
Buying original art can now be
achieved online at www.britart.com.
Their aim is to bring both emerging
and established British artists to a
wider audience. As well as an online
gallery, they now have ‘offline’
galleries in Maddox Street in London
(near Oxford Circus), Leeds’s
Flannels Store and New York! The
prices range from £5 for a ‘printed
eraser’ to £9,990 for a painting by
David Whitaker.
For lovers of architecture The Great
Buildings Collection is at
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www.greatbuildings.com. As well as

descriptions and images of buildings,
they also have 3D walk-through
computer models of some of the
buildings, which only seem to be
viewable using software that isn’t
available on the RISC OS platform.
Nevertheless this is a super site, with
buildings categorised by name, type,
architectural style, place (context,
climate etc), construction type and
architectural elements. If you are
looking for the work of a particular
architect, they have a list of Great
Architects. Clicking on Frank Gehry,
for example, brings up a list of all his
works, a biography and a list of
sources. Frank Gehry designed the
amazing Guggenheim Museum in
Bilbao and here you will find a
collection of images of the exterior of
the building from different angles.
For Le Corbusier, they have images of
every one of his buildings plus many
3D models. Selecting the chapel of
Notre-Dame-du Haut at Ronchamp
reveals a description, one photograph,
a plan drawing and a 3D model.

This is a very useful site for anyone
interested in the arts. ArtLex is at
www.artlex.com.
Having artists in the family means
that I always keep my eye open for
web sites that might be useful to them.
If you have any aspiring artists among
family or friends, then point them
towards
www.britisharts.co.uk/visualarts.htm.
This site is a comprehensive listing of
the arts in the UK, including sources
of funding, studio spaces for hire,
competitions, festivals and fairs.
I suppose that having mentioned the
artists close to me, I might cheekily
include a link here to their work on
my web site. My daughter, Laura,
who last year graduated in fine art,
has some of her paintings at
www.clamp.dsl.pipex.com/laura.html,
while my partner, Johannes, who uses
Artworks and Photodesk to produce
his computer art on a Risc PC has his
work
at
www.clamp.dsl.pipex.com/gallery/yo
gal.html.

ArtLex is an art dictionary where
thousands of definitions of terms used
in discussing visual culture can be
found along with supporting images.
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Sue modestly didn’t send any
examples of her family’s work but I
have added some opposite. -Ed.
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Menora (above) is by Johannes
Kiessling

Two paintings by Laura Clamp: Blue Straw (top left) has been bought by
the James Hockey Gallery at The Surrey Institute of Art and Design. The
Eye (above) was completed at art college.
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A Lesson In Posting
To A Newsgroup
How many group posters does it take to change a light bulb?
1 to change the light bulb and to post that the light bulb has been
changed,
14 to share similar experiences of changing light bulbs and how the
light bulb could have been changed differently.
1 to reprimand the top posters.
7 to caution about the dangers of changing light bulbs.
27 to point out spelling/grammar errors in posts about changing light
bulbs.
53 to flame the spell checkers.
41 to correct spelling/grammar flames.
6 to argue over whether it’s ‘light bulb’ or ‘lightbulb’.
6 to condemn those six as anal-retentive.
2 industry professionals to inform the group that the proper term is
‘lamp’
15 know-it-alls who claim they were in the industry, and that ‘light
bulb’ is perfectly correct.
156 to email the participant’s ISPs complaining that they are in
violation of their ‘acceptable use policy’.
109 to post that this group is not about light bulbs and to please take
this discussion to a lightbulb group.
203 to demand that cross posting to hardware forum, off-topic forum
and lightbulb group about changing light bulbs be stopped.
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111 to defend the posting to this group saying that we all use light
bulbs and therefore the posts are relevant to this group.
306 to debate which method of changing light bulbs is superior,
where to buy the best light bulbs, what brand of light bulbs work best
for this technique and what brands are faulty.
27 to post URLs where one can see examples of different light bulbs.
14 to post that the URLs were posted incorrectly and then post the
corrected URLs.
3 to post about links they found from the URLs that are relevant to
this group which makes light bulbs relevant to this group.
33 to link all posts to date, quote them in their entirety including all
headers and signatures, and add “Me too”.
12 to post to the group that they will no longer post because they
cannot handle the light bulb controversy.
19 to quote the “Me too’s” to say “Me three”.
4 to suggest that posters request the light bulb FAQ.
44 to ask what is an ‘FAQ’?
4 to say: “Didn’t we go through this already a short time ago?”
143 to say: “Do a Google search on light bulbs before posting
questions about light bulbs”.
1 forum lurker to respond to the original post six months from now
and start it all over again.
1 to reprimand the top posters all over again.
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RISCOS SOUTHWEST
Supporting users in SW England & Wales

SATURDAY 28th February 2004
The Webbington Hotel
Loxton, Nr Axbridge
N Somerset

Doors open from 10am until 4.30pm
Adults £3 / ARM Club or Foundation £2

Children under 16 FREE (accompanied by an adult)
[Pay on door]

» Latest products
» Special show discounts
» Software to be won! » Theatre presentations
» Hobbyist/Games area » Meet fellow enthusiasts

FREE bus shuttle from Weston-super-Mare station
Phone: (07966) 731481

Email: riscshow@argonet.co.uk

http://www.argonet.co.uk/acornshow
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grid to make words.
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The solution is on
page 70
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How I Became A RISC OS Nut

P

icture if you will a scene a few
years ago, I am sitting absentmindedly consuming a packet of
biscuits while pondering what to do
with my building society windfall.

was so old it had no floppy disc drive
only a tape cassette.) I decided not to
buy a PC as there was a Windows
expert at work and there was a more
than steady stream of people seeking

How a building society windfall, a suggestion from his
wife and a few cunning plans set Ron Briscoe on the
path to becoming an enthusiastic RISC OS user.
“Why don' t you buy a computer.” his advice every day. Not for me
sayeth my wife and financial adviser, thanks.
Christine. So began my passion for
ARM based machines.
After perusing the Acorn User I
settled on what looked like a
Now like most people in the RO reasonable supplier, based not on his
world I had in my possession an old advertisements but on an interview
BBC Acorn, or rather it belonged to article in the magazine.
my daughter and I had little do with it.
However, I subscribed to the Clutching a list of possible purchases,
magazines, firstly Micro User along I pick up the phone. “Hello, CJE
with Acorn User and then, when Micros? I would like to purchase a
Micro User ceased to be, RISC User.
Phoebe computer please.” After a
pregnant pause a somewhat unhappy
I bought floppy disc boxes to store the person replied. “You can' t, it' s been
magazine discs and took advantage of cancelled. Haven’t you seen this
the Acorn User ‘offers’, so when I month’s Acorn User?”
decided to buy a modern Acorn
machine I had a large amount of Chagrined, I disconnect and, sure
interesting discs to look at. (My BBC enough, the next day enclosed in my
48
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First choice: Phoebe had already been killed off
new Acorn User was a sheet of paper
announcing the death of Phoebe.

ride away thought I. Then just before
the show more tragedy; not satisfied
with killing Phoebe, Acorn
announced that they are no longer
going to support the desktop market.
Is it worth my time going? I decide to
go anyway. At least I can look at the
motorbikes at a reduced rate.

This, as you can imagine, threw me
somewhat and for a while indecision
reigned. Again Christine gave
excellent advice. “There is an ARM
Club show at the Motor Cycle
Museum soon. Why don' t you go and
have a look and see what you think?” The day of the show dawns. Armed
with instructions copied from the
Ha! No problem. I live in Birmingham show ad I board a bus to New Street
and the museum is just a bus and train station and eventually force myself
Eureka 49 — Spring 2004
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A visit to the show, a speaking computer and the die was cast
onto a train which is packed with
fashionably clad passengers.
When I alight at Birmingham
International most of the train
passengers accompany me. I am too
early for The ARM Club transport to
the show so I torture myself with
Railtrack ‘coffee’ until the first coach
is due.
Severely in need of a taste
transfusion, I stagger down to the taxi,
bus terminal. What luck a coach has
just pulled up; that must be it. I board
the coach to be confronted with yet
more fashion icons who look aghast at
what is obviously a reject from a
scarecrow competition. I am saved
just in the nick of time by a large
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bearded individual whose cranium is
obviously packed with brains. He
extricates me from the coach and I
wait with him and his son for the
proper transport.
We enter the show and I pay my
admission fee. All around are grown
men, almost in tears, comforting each
other. I decide to have a wander
round. Wait what is this? A computer
speaking text? I purchase !Speak from
Jon Duddington and the die is cast! I
wander round picking up leaflets and
making mental notes of future
purchases.
Later I visited the Museum
Restaurant and shared a table with
David Pilling who, as you may know,
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is just as helpful and courteous in the
flesh as he is in remote forms of
communication. (I did not know then
that St Pilling was so rarely seen in
public or I would have got his
autograph.)
I got in touch with Chris Evans again
and by just after Christmas I had
decided on my set up:
Risc PC-Web Wizard, 17" Vision
master monitor, 6.4GB hard drive,
additional 64MB Ram, CJE586/133
512 cache card*, PC Pro 3, and an
Eesox SCSI2 Card. Total cost: £2,439
not including my Cannon 7000
printer purchased separately from
SpaceTech. Who says an Iyonix is
expensive?

with Chris Evans to give him a
cheque at the Weston show.
Yippee! Another show to put on my
Calendar.
* (When I was consulting CJE about
my purchase he advised me that I
would be better off buying a separate
PC instead of a PC card; advice which
I ignored at the time because up till
then I had no experience of the RISC
OS way of doing things. I know better
now and can say that all of the people
I have dealt with in my chosen OS
have been up front and honest, not
counting their patience and courtesy
even when dealing with me.)

Shortly after payment, parcels from
various sources arrived. I removed
the goodies from their boxes and,
The first cunning plan
using the instructions given,
My financial adviser pointed out that connected them all together on my
this was rather more than my windfall desk in the corner, plugged all the
and the first of my cunning plans took sockets in and switched on. Moments
form. “It' s better to have everything later up comes the desktop and I am
now as who knows what will happen only prevented by the ‘User Manuals’
if I start poking about changing hard being thrust under my nose from
drives and memory chips myself.”
clicking willy-nilly on everything in
sight.
Christine concurred with this
viewpoint and my second cunning A most enjoyable time was then spent
plan swung into action. I arranged reading the handbook and trying out
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everything thoughtfully provided on
the hard disc, followed by days of
inserting floppies and playing with
the contents.
I joined Argonet and discovered the
joys of !Pluto, mailing lists and
newsgroups, especially ZFC, and
another cunning plan added
Wakefield to my travels. By now I
had joined The ARM Club, an
institution I like so much I joined
twice, and I have purchased all of
their goods except for The ARM Club
mug which I feel lowers the whole
tone of the Club.
Now it must be said that I like shows
but, as my financial adviser knows, I
cannot resist a bargain and purchase
more than I intend so three shows a
year is all I am allowed to attend. This
explains why I have Ovation Pro,
TechWriter and TextEase for
instance.
As time passed I upgraded to RO 4
and the miserly sum I pay to be
a member of The ARM Club now
paid for itself innumerable times over.
Why dear reader? Simple; I received
the ROMs, CD and instructions like
everyone else.
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The unbought mug (now sold out!)
I copied the essential programs onto a
floppy disc, as instructed, put it in a
safe place and then changed over the
ROMs following instructions to the
letter. I then reconnected everything
back together and switched on.
Brain dead panic
Grasping my CD I suddenly noticed
that there was no CD icon. Absolute
brain dead panic followed. Nothing I
can do will give me my CD drive
back.
A glimmer of sanity shines through —
contact The ARM Club. Soon all is
well and I am up and running. Thanks
guys!
Half an hour after this traumatic
episode Christine poked a floppy
under my nose bearing the legend
‘Important Apps keep handy.’
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“Is this what you were looking for? It
was on the table where you took your
computer apart.”
I thought then it was time to retire to
the local brown pop shop to restore
shattered nerves. Since then I have
upgraded to RO 4.37 and my
magazine count has gone up to
Archive, Qercus (full package),
Foundation RISC User, RISC World
and, of course, Eureka.

onto my hard drive and showed
Christine my almost non-existant
hard drive free space. Cunning plan
fails she is not impressed. I offered to
have an Iyonix for Christmas. She
said she had already bought my
present.
There is nothing else but my final
weapon: sulk. Two days later she
concedes defeat and the Iyonix is
mine.

When the Omega was first announced
I formulated yet another cunning
plan, consisting of telling Christine
that when I had filled up my hard
drive I would need a new computer.

The future: continue to upgrade my
Iyonix with the latest hardware and
software and repay in some small
ways the help and kindness shown to
me by the RO community.

While I was waiting, I purchased
some more hardware, a second slice,
SCSI CD RW, SCSI CD player, and a
scanner.

One other thing; I now buy only
32-bit software. So you software
developers get 32-bitting.

Just as I was beginning to despair, an
announcement: a new more powerful
computer from Castle and the first 50
people to turn up with the necessary
will be able to take one away with
them from the Birmingham show.
I quickly downloaded several large
amounts of graphics from my CDs
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My special thanks must go to the PD,
Freeware and Shareware software
writers who, no matter how silly my
questions and requests seem, continue
to deal with me with tact and good
humour.
You can read about more of Ron’s
cunning plans in our next issue.
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Free For All

H

ello again!

Well, as my work requires me to use
the inevitable PCs, I have been having
to use the very horrible Microsoft
Word recently. If ever there was an
advert for using a RISC OS system

WYSIWYCS: ‘what you see is what
you can’t save’!
All the time I kept thinking: “could I
not persuade the company to buy me
a copy of Easi Writer and I could do it
on an Acorn?” Indeed I kept thinking

Andrew Burgess recomends another selection of useful
and interesting freeware, starting with a look at some of
the software we already have on our computers.
it’s that! I can’t believe that
something that is meant to be the
worldwide ‘industry standard’ is so
difficult to get to do what you want it
to do, not what it wants! I swore and
cursed my way through producing
and revising a document on it. I can
see why people don’t bother to do
such a good job of document
processing nowadays —it’s easier to
just ‘surrender’ to what MS Word
wants to do, rather than getting the
document how you want it! When I
printed it, my diagrams included only
the outlines — not the text or any
shading! As a friend of mine once
described that lovely (ahem) software
it’s
not
WYSIWYG,
it’s
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“I can do this so much more easily on
Impression Publisher Plus!” Acorn
machines can have some issues with
some things but they don’t insist on
knowing what you want to do more
than you do; but I digress. Off the
soap box and moving on to free stuff
on the best platform.
Stuff you’ll already have:
Obey and Command files
These are not really freeware but they
are supplied as standard with every
Acorn system and provide a facility
similar to the PC’s DOS Batch
programs. Most RISC OS users will
have already encountered !Run and
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!Boot files in application folders but
similar techniques can be used to start
off numerous programs without
individually clicking on them. For
example, have you ever wanted to
start your DTP application and run
!Printers at the same time, without
having !Printers in the !Boot
sequence? Well, it’s simple! Here’s
how:

(middle mouse button) and change
the file type to Obey or, if you’ve
already saved it, menu-click it on the
filer window and select Set Type and
change it to Obey. Your file icon
should change and if you run it you
should get both programs started (or
possibly the warning: ‘You can only
run one copy of !Printers’ if it’s
already running.)

• Open !Edit.
• Shift-click-drag the program you
want to run into the !Edit.
For example, you should get
something
like

For example, my file to run
Impression Publisher Plus and
!Printers is like the following:

I am also in the process of writing an
Obey file to copy my Digital Camera
images from my Digiflash (Smart
Media using Surftec’s DigiFlash) and
hoping to get !Thump (reviewed
below) to load the data in
straightaway but, so far as I can tell,
and the author has told me it can’t, it
doesn’t support a command line
interface, though I wonder if any
RISC OS trick could be used to do so?
Any solutions gratefully received!
Anyway, the command I use to copy
from Digiflash (Smart Media) card
reader to hard disc is the following:

Filer_Run ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Apps.!

*Copy SMediaFS::$.Dcim.Olympus.*/

Printers
Filer_Run ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Apps.I

jpg ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Temp.Photos
.*/jpg

mpression.!Publisher+

!Alarm
Again, athough not exactly freeware,
this excellent application is supplied

ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Apps.!Printers

in your file.
Insert in front of this the syntax
Filer_Run.
• Do the same for other programs you

want to run.

Before you save the file, Menu click it
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as standard with RISC OS. I bet you
all know that it can give you a
reminder on the screen, also allows
you to reset your system clock and
change to and from BST (British
Summer Time) as demands. It doesn’t
refer to any foreign time changing
notation, such as Daylight Saving
Time, as some other computer
systems do. You can also set it up to
automatically change BST by
specifying dates but, bear in mind,
RISC OS is very clever in applying
these. As soon as !Alarm runs this
option is put in place; you don’t need
to tweak anything. I got very angry
with it changing it automatically from
BST, until I realised I should not have
been on BST myself!
Did you know !Alarm can also be
used to schedule programs to run
using things called Task Alarms? I
didn’t know this until I got a
remaindered copy of the AntSuite of
programs (unfortunately for £10, so
I’m not reviewing that). In that
manual it says that AntSuite can be
queued to run by entering a command
into !Alarm. From that tiny bit of
information, I experimented a little
and found that multiple programs can
be started by including them in an
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obey file. For example, suppose you
want to run both !Impression
Publisher+ and !Printers (obey file
descibed above) at a scheduled time,
say 10am:
• First set the time for the alarm for
10am, in the usual way.
• Instead of entering reminder text in
the three boxes, drag and drop your
obey file (see above). The command
line to run it should appear in the
reminder text box and the Task Alarm
option should automatically become
ticked (clever RISC OS!).
• Save your Alarm. Then, at 10am,
you should see both pieces of
software kick into action in the usual
way.
• Note that you cannot add command
lines to each of the boxes; RISC OS
accepts only the first — hence the
obey file to run more than one
program!
I still think the supplied RISC OS
software is second to none.
I love !Draw, it’s so simple to do
stunning graphical pictures and it’s
free! Far better than anything I’ve
seen ‘free’ with Windoze.
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Stuff you can download:
!AntiWord
(www.winfield.demon.nl/riscos/antiw
ord.zip) or The ARM Club PDCD3
If you don’t have a copy of Easi
Writer or Tech Writer (which can read
MS Word documents) and contacts
keep sending you copies of
documents written in my least liked
Windows word processor (Word)
format, how the devil can you read
them without cranking up a disliked
PC (or the PC side of the Risc PC) to
run the obnoxious MS Word?
Well some clever chap has written a
program that can extract the text from
Microsoft Word documents. Once
started, the Windows 3.1 style icon
for Microsoft Word appears on your
task bar but if you look carefully the
programmer has changed the text to
read Mickeysoft. Perhaps to indicate
what MS are taking? Anyway, once
loaded on your taskbar, any identified
MS Word files’ icons change from the
white box to a Windows 3.1 stylised
W logo. Dragging a Winword file into
!AntiWord gives a window with the
text extracted from the Word
document. Tables have their boxes
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converted to text symbols such as ‘|’
and ‘-’. This output can then be saved
as text or, retaining formatting, by
saving as a Draw document.
The text displayed isn’t exactly that in
the Windoze-opened document but it
does allow you to read it and extract
to a RISC OS document.
On the web site, there are also
versions of it for the Amiga, Linux,
OS/2, Mac OS, Psion 5 (Epoc),
MSDOS and Windows!
!AntiSpam
(www.apts04.dsl.pipex.com/Progs/A
ntispam.htm for the info page
www.apts04.dsl.pipex.com/Progs/An
Spam119.zip to download)

If you use email, you will have
undoubtedly have heard of Spam. As
in the Monty Python song, it repeats
incessantly.
I currently receive loads and loads of
spam but am not prepared to change
my mailbox just because of this. I
often delete some of my spam via PC
Internet Explorer at work through
WebMail. I use !Voyager (and
WebMail acts like a ‘HotMail’
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mailbox). I (and some unscrupulous
companies) have given my email
address to others and consequently I
am sick of getting unsolicited junk
mail asking me if I’d like to ‘increase
my manhood’, buy prescription
drugs, date married women (I’m
happily married thank you!), or
receive
‘Microsoft
Priority
downloads’, despite my detestation of
Microsoft! I think these latter forged
Microsoft Priority downloads (I’ve
never signed up to any MS product, so
I assume they’re not real) are
disguised viruses that inexperienced
PC users, thinking they really come
from Microsoft, would run and ruin
something on their PC are a very cruel
trick.
Anyway, that said, I needed to get rid
of some of these time consuming and
in some cases offensive but certainly
far too numerous emails. I contacted
my mate (and Voyager support chap),
Paul Vigay. He suggested
downloading !AntiSpam which
allows you to set up rules to erradicate
your unwanted emails. The web page
advises downloading !SysLog too,
which I did. I downloaded it and put it
to work. I found it a little awkward to
get anything out of it, as I believe that
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only the Menu-clicking brought up
anything.
As soon as the internet connection
was available, it proceeded to get my
emails, throwing away those I’d set
up rules for.
As I had not changed the default
options, it downloaded the emails to
an area of disc where I didn’t really
want the stuff. I had to copy the
emails back into Voyager (which I’m
using with !Pluto). Apart from this it
certainly looked as if AntiSpam had
done as requested. It had also stored a
downloaded file of all the emails
As I wanted to attach AntiSpam to
voyager, I was initially disappointed.
I looked on the newsgroup
comp.sys.Acorn.apps and discovered
a thread that answered my question.
Rosemary Miskin has a Voyager
patch that attaches Anti Spam
seamlessly.
www.argonet.co.uk/users/miskin.
Next issue, I’ll give more details on
my installation of this software and let
you know of my attempts to connect
AntiSpam to Voyager. I haven’t had
time to include it in this issue.
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!Organizer
(www.arcsite.de/hp/chrismorison/ is
the Organizer home page and
www.arcsite.de/hp/chrismorison/files/
org.zip to download)

This excellent application by Chris
Morison has all the features of a
filofax and is similar to Windows’
Lotus Organizer. Despite the name
being spelt in the same way as that
American package it does work
brilliantly. It’s available in various
forms: version 1.31 is shareware
(128k), version 1.40 was supplied as
standard with RISC OS 4 (I’ll have to
look for that as I have RiscOS 4.02)
and can only be used on RO4, version
1.43 is commercial and costs £5,
version 1.57 is also commercial and
costs £10
On start up, a clock very much like
!Alarm’s clock appears but with a red
border around it. Once you clock the
click (or should that be the other way
around) a nice graphical window
resembling a filofax appears on your
screen (again like the PC package).
There are options to store your names
and addresses, a diary and a list of
reminders.
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Addresses
Edit Mode:The names and addresses,
when being edited use the RISC
OS/Acorn standard font and seem to
have too little space to enter much but
the values scroll to fit in the text
boxes.
Display Mode: the text you have
entered is displayed in a fixed size
box and, as on a paper equivalent,
when one writes smaller it is reduced
in size if you have a lot of address
lines (such as foreign contacts) to
show. Unlike my wife’s paper address
book, you cannot ‘borrow’ space from
another address box to continue your
address, so some address and contact
details can look ridiculously small if
you have a lot of data in them.
Electronic address books have one
distinct advantage over paper based
ones. If you have a phone with CLI
(Caller Line Identification), then if
you’re quick you could look up the
number manually in !Organizer using
the search facility before deciding to
answer the phone before the
answerphone cuts in!
Diary Organizer gives a diary display
like that of a Filofax, or normal diary
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Organizer’s Anniversary section
and in this you can record events that
will use Alarm functionality to
remind you of things. Apparently a
version of it can run task alarms but
you’ll have to wait till next issue
(when I’ve had more time to
experiment) to see if the freeware one
can.
I’ll try to add some more details on
this software next issue.
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!InterGIF
(www.chaos.org.uk/~pdh/software/int
ergif.htm is the home page and
www.chaos.org.uk/~pdh/software/int
ergif/download.htm is for downloads)

InterGIF is one of those really useful
tools if you need to convert native
Acorn format graphic files to a
PC/Internet readable format. It allows
you to create GIFs and animated GIF
files —great for use on websites.
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The last time I looked up InterGIF, the
programmer, Peter Hartley (no
relation to Fly Fishing’s JRR, if
you’ve seen the Yellow Pages advert,
so far as I’m aware) had only a
version for RISC OS. Now he has
done versions for Linux and Windoze
95 (though I’m not sure if they would
take !Draw or !Paint files as input).
The source code for all three versions
is also available on the website, so if
you feel like tinkering, you can!
Anyway, I’m going to concentrate on
the RISC OS version, obviously.
Initially I only scratched the surface
of this software, dropping a !Draw
file onto it and saving that as a GIF
but it’s far more powerful than that.
At the bottom of the page is the
disclaimer that I had to read more
than once as it sounds almost right but
not quite!: “All Rites Reversed —
Copy What You Like”. There’s also
other RISC OS software on his site
but I’ve just concentrated on
!InterGIF.
!Thump
(http://homepages.paradise.net.nz/rh
udson/software/thump148.zip was
still under development when I
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looked

some

time

ago

or

http://homepages.paradise.net.nz/rh
udson/software/thump147.zip for the

release version — the one I’m
reviewing)
!Thump is a thumbnail viewer for
RISC OS machines. It’s basically a
filer window for graphics images. It
generates them in real time as you
browse the directory structure and
therefore is suitable for sets of images
that change from time to time because
there is no thumbnail library to be
outdated. Captions and keywords can
be associated with pictures in a
manner that it doesn’t matter if you
later move or rename the file.
It works with Sprites and JPEGs but I
mainly use it for digital camera
JPEGs (which it has been designed
for), though it does support the
following file formats with the
following caveats (programmers are
invited to improve the modules if they
download version 1.48, which
includes the source code):
JFIF (digital camera images)
Sprite (working but no file-mode)
Draw
ArtWorks
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BMP (sprite-mode only)
Clear (sprite-mode only)
FITS (sprite-mode only)
GIF Working conversion of old
(slow) code
PCX (Preliminary, sprite-mode only)
PBM (sprite-mode only)
SunRaster (sprite-mode only)
Targa (sprite-mode only)
PNG (sprite-mode only, requires
external converter.)
Currently, it does not support TIFF
files.
It takes a while to render the
thumbnail photographs from the
source images on an A7000+ and I
found that having the RISC OS 4
screen saver installed interrupted
Thump when it kicks in, delaying
rendering of the images until the user
used the machine again. It also
refused to render images that were not
already displayed in the Thump
window.
I contacted the author, Rick Hudson
(who appears to be based in New
Zealand) and he informed me that to
resolve these two issues, I needed
only to untick the only load visible
thumbnails option.
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Features
• Thumbnail viewer
• Similar in appearance and function
to filer
• Five display modes and 4 sort modes
• Toolbar and keyboard shortcuts
• Export as Draw or Sprite file
• Single click or double-click mode
• Most filer operations duplicated
some with enhancements
• Interaction with corresponding filer
viewers
• In-place rename and multi-file
rename
• Configurable thumbnail dimensions
and instant zoom
• Optional cache for fast operation •
Built-in image viewer
• Versatile scale/magnify including
fit-to-screen
• Full-screen mode with fading and
captions
• Step to Previous/next image
(manual and auto)
• Optional pixel density awareness
• Location independent caption &
keyword system
• Image search facility (by caption or
keyword)
• Extensive user
• ImageFS compatibility
• raFS and image file
• User-editable key bindings
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Once the images have been
rendered !Thump remembers
them — for a while (unless a
configuration setting is changed).
It also allows full-scale images to
be displayed merely by double
clicking (or these could be
dragged to another editor/viewer ,
such as !SwiftJPEG, reviewed
last issue).
The later version that I have did Thump displays thumbnails and filetypes
have a bug in it, so that when
creating directories it displays the an Niggles aside, it is a very useful tool.
Error icon, which the earlier version You drag a folder into the Thump icon
on the task bar and it builds
didn’t, but the directory is still
openable although the error icon thumbnails of each of your icons. By
remains. Closing and reopening default, it sets images to be about an
!Thump clears this problem. When I inch square (2cm square) but small
rechecked this, before doing this icons as on the rest of Risc OS can be
review, I found it worked faultlessly selected.
and I had not installed or reinstalled
Mailing list
anything! Weird!
Thump has a mailing list for release
announcements
and
general
I have also found an issue (as a
discussion about it; bugs, wish items,
Windows user) in that if I click on a
module coding, that type of thing. It is
blank area of the Thump window it
hosted by SmartGroupst and you can
crashes with a ‘postmortem’ trace
subscribe by going to:
removing the icon from the taskbar
www.smartgroups.com/groups/riscos
and I have to restart the whole thing
-thump
again! Rick Hudson said he hadn’t
seen this error, so perhaps it’s just me! or by sending an e-mail to: riscosthump-subscribe@smartgroups.com.
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Problem Solved
Upgrade problems
Question:
I have been experiencing problems
with my RPC 600 SA RO4.02 40Gb
26Mb since having the RO4 upgrade
just after Christmas.

before the upgrade, but gets confused
about its articles frequently (every ~3
days), requiring a compact/repair.
After lengthy mail/news reading
sessions the Squash problem appears
(every 1-2 days).

Got into difficulties with your RISC OS computer? It’s no
problem to our Technical Help team, led by David Ruck.
Here are some of the questions they have answered.
I’m very happy with the new facilities
of RO4, but would like to return to the
same (or better!) levels of reliability
that I had before the upgrade.
Problems since the RO4 upgrade:
1) Fresco crashes far more frequently.
This has improved a lot since I
reinstalled Castle’s 32 bit System
update, but is still worse than before
the upgrade. I know that Fresco is not
a bug-free app, but it is my prefered
browser. I also have Oregano 1 and
WebsterXL.
2) Pluto crashes with a Type 5. addr
reports a problem in the Squash
module. Pluto never gave problems
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3) StrongEd crashes... “application
may have gone wrong...” addr returns
a problem in application space.
4) Zip files give frequent crc errors on
expanding. These errors can occur
whether the file is downloaded via
Fresco over the ‘net’ or received as an
attachment to an email. I have tried
expanding the files with !Sparkplug
(preferred) and !Infozip; both
applications give the same crc error,
but if I try again with both apps, I get
a different crc error report to the first,
although both apps report the same
error.
I have found that rebooting and
expanding the files immediately
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(before virtually anything else is run)
usually allows the file to be unzipped
successfully.

above, it may be worth getting the
hardware checked out by a RISC OS
dealer.

Robin Holmes

Unrecognised CD drive
Question:
I have just fitted a Philips CDRW
drive to the internal IDE BUS in my
Risc PC. I have changed the number
of CD drives to two.

Answer:
Well first I suggest a complete
machine strip down, unplug all
connectors, take out podules,
processor, DRAM and VRAM. Make
sure that the RO4 ROMs are fully
pressed home, then put everything
back together. This ensures that all
connections are firm and free of
corrotion, which can cause
unrelibaility.
Fresco can lurch from almost working
OK to a complete no hoper when
various changes are made to the
machine. Does the reliability alter if
not running any other applications
(removing those loaded by !Boot).
The other problems tend to suggest
you may have faulty RAM. If you
have more than one SIMM try
running with just one or the other in
either the front or back slot, and see if
the problems still occur.

The problem is CDROMFS (from
WSS) cannot see the new drive and
the normal CDFS cannot either.
I can still read CDs in the SCSI CD
drive shown as :0 on the desktop but
the new CD icon shown as :1 does not
allow me access to the new IDECDRW drive to read from that.
Strangely the PowerTec SCSI filing
system manager software shows the
new Philips drive as SCSI device 9,
even though it is an IDE drive and so
does not exist on the SCSI bus.
My copy of CDburn also sees the new
drive when I get it to do a scan for
devices. The scan seems to see the
drive both on the IDE bus (where it
exists) and also on the SCSI bus.

If you don’t have any luck with the
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Can I do something to allow
CDROMFS to see the new IDE CDRW drive? Also should I try to
stop the new CDRW drive from
appearing as if it was also a SCSI
device before I try to use CDburn in
case it confuses the CDburn software
and, if so, how?
Ray Curry
Answer:
I suspect some of the CDFS drivers
on the SCSI card are incorrectly
recognising the drive. The PowerTec
card is supplied with a number of
different drivers, not all of which
work in conjunction with the others.
The normal proceedure for fixing this
is to *Unplug all of the CDFSSoft
modules present in the machine (Use
*Help CDFSSoft. to find them) and
only *RMReinit the CDFSSoftATAPI
module for the IDE interface, reboot
and see if the drive is now recognised
correctly.
However as you already have a SCSI
CD-ROM, you will need one of the
SCSI drivers. I suggest you first try to
get the new drive working by
unplugging and configuring one drive
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as above. Then configure two drives,
and *RMReinit the generic
CDFSSoftSCSI2 module, and reboot.
If this fails to work try unplugging
that module and re-enabling each of
the other CDFSSoft drivers on the
SCSI card in turn. At each stage make
a note of what is enabled and
unplugged (*ROMModules) and
what devices CDFS can see
(*CDFS:CDDevices) and send us this
if you require further help.
Firmware search
Question:
I am seriously looking for an old
product from Watford Electronics
running on an Acorn RISC OS
machine. This is a card called Watford
Electronics Video Digitiser Card. It is
pretty hard to find. Can you help me
as I have an Acorn computer running
software that only works on this card.
Helgi Geirhardsson
Answer:
The cards often turn up on the charity
stand at shows. It would be worth
asking
on
the
comp.sys.acorn.hardware

newsgroup to see if anyone has one.
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A4 won’t boot up
Question:
xI see that you may know something
about the Acorn A4 laptop computer.
I have just aquired one myself but
when I boot it up it says:
RISC OS 4096
Error: Use *Desktop to start Task
Manager
(Error Number &4)
*
Do you have any idea how what I
need to do to get this to boot up with
RISC OS? I have typed ‘*desktop’
and it says:
Error: SWI &400F2 not known (Error
Number &I1E6)
I am not familiar with the computer’s
commands or anything. I did have an
A3020 Archimedes that wouldn’t
boot up and I had to hold down ‘S’ or
something when booting to reset it all
to default settings.
Is there anything like this I need to do
or can you help in anyway ?

Answer:
I suspect that the CMOS memory
which stores settings when the
computer is switched off has become
corrupted due to the battery running
down when not used. Turning on the
machine with the Delete key held
down, will set the CMOS back to
default. Power on plus ‘R’ can be used
for a more thorough reset to factory
defaults.
Missing Toolbox
Question:
I have just upgraded from Select 2i3
to Select 3i3 on my Strong ARM Risc
PC. All seems to be well. However,
the first instruction on the Quick
Installation Notes is:
‘Open the Toolbox directory and
double-click the TBox/ff8 file to
install the new Toolbox modules.’
Did this but got an Application not
seen type notice; not surprising
because it is a data file. I just pressed
on with the rest of the instructions. I
would not know a Toolbox if I saw it!
Should I worry about this apparent
failure?

Mark Davies
Len Killip
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Answer:
Select TBox/ff8 in the filer, bring up
the menu and go to the set type
option, enter &ff8 in the box. You can
then double click on the file.
Sharing a printer
Question:
I cannot find my notes on how to use
the option under the Printers “Printer
Control” menu to share a printer. I
have a Risc PC and an Iyonix netted
via a router box and wish to share the
printer.
Colin G F Brockie
Answer:
I assume you already have a working
setup which you can use to share discs
between the machines using ShareFS
(Access). On the machine with the
printer, run !Printers, and from its
iconbar menu open the printer control
window. In this window bring up the
menu over the printer and choose
‘Shared’. From the iconbar menu
choose save choices, so this is
remembered. On the other networked
machine run !Printers, and open the
printer control window. You should
see at the bottom of this a printer with
the same name as on the first
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computer, but with a connection of
‘remote’. The status will initially be
inactive, so bring a menu up over it
and choose ‘active’. It should then
appear on the icon bar, click on it to
make it the current printer. Remember
to use the iconbar menu save choices,
so this is remembered.
After that, all you need to do is make
sure !Printers is running on both
machines, and you will be able to
print both on the local machine and
from the other on the network. Jobs
are queued so it will work even if both
computers try to print at once.
TemplEd for Iyonix
Question:
I wish to obtain a 32-bit compatible
version of !TemplEd for use with my
new Iyonix and I am hoping that you
can point me in the right direction.
Ron Collins
Answer:
If you replace the copy of the
MenuUtils module inside !TemplEd
with the 32bit one from
homepage.ntlworld.com/rpsprowson/
bbc/riscos.htm you should find it runs

fine on the Iyonix.
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RISC OS Rhymes
A touch of nostalgia from Alan Wickham’s poetic computer

Old Programmer’s Lament
Punches chatter,
Teletypes clatter,
A distraction when punching your code.
You’ve booked the machine
(Thirty minutes, I mean).
Your head is about to explode.
Put the tape in the reader,
A really good speeder
(Five hundred characters a sec).
Set the starting address
(On switches, I’d guess).
And hope that it all goes like heck.
It starts to translate
With the punch in full spate,
But you realise it’s only a check.
This tape you must read
At Teletype speed
(A least ten characters a sec).
When this has been done
Twenty minutes have gone
And it’s shown up some bugs in your text.
For an error in syntax
Will give you some setbacks.
—Try again the day after next.
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Collector’s Items
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Cartoon by Jan Pearce
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Club contacts
Email:
General queries
Membership queries
Members’ technical help
Product sales
Magazine
Software

info@armclub.org.uk
membership@armclub.org.uk
support@armclub.org.uk
sales@armclub.org.uk
eureka@armclub.org.uk
products@amclub.org.uk

The ARM Club, Merton Court, 38 Knoll Road
Sidcup, Kent DA14 4QU
Telephone (higher rates):
General queries 07010 709849
Technical help line 07010 708098
Fax: 07020 954018
Web site: http://www.armclub.org.uk/
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Benefits of membership
The national club for all users of 32 bit
Acorn computers and Pocket Books

• The Club’s magazine, ‘Eureka’, written by members, is published
and sent free of charge four times a year.
• Free software to accompany articles in Eureka is available on
the Club’s FTP site or can be sent to members on disc.
• Free Technical Help Service. We will do our best to solve any
problems which you may have, by email, letter, telephone or fax.
• Special discounts for Club members from well-known companies.
• Regional open days and shows are regularly organised by the
Club. Other events can be arranged on request.
• Special offers at shows and open days.
• Regional contact lists of other members, available on request.
• Opportunities to get involved in the running of the Club itself.
• School and Affiliate Membership available on request.
• Joining pack includes an extra copy of a recent issue of the
magazine and software.

Annual membership £15
Europe £19 and rest of the world £22
The ARM Club, Merton Court, 38 Knoll Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4QU

Email: info@armclub.org.uk Tel: 07010 709849 (Flextel)

